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Toward Efficient Distributed Network Management

D. Raz1 and Y. Shavitt1

The emerging next generation of routers exhibit both high performance and rich
functionality, such as support for virtual private networks and quality-of-service
(QoS). To achieve this, per flow queueing and fast IP filtering are incorporated into the
router hardware. The scalable management of a network comprising such devices and
efficient use of the new functionality introduce new challenges. A promising approach
is to distribute the network management applications and execute them with minimal
central control. This work concentrates on the way multiple distributed control tasks
can be deployed in IP networks. By a prototype that uses active network techniques
we show how truly distributed applications can be used for control and monitoring.
We study basic management applications, show the potential gain from running them
distributively, and demonstrate their implementation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The emerging next generation of routers exhibit both high performance and rich
functionality, such as support for virtual private networks and quality-of-service
(QoS) [1, 2]. To achieve this, per flow queuing and fast IP filtering are incor-
porated into the router’s hardware [2, 3]. The management of a network com-
prising such devices and efficient use of the new functionality introduces new
challenges.

Network management applications are traditionally centralized around some
manager. The manager queries the managed objects, collects element alerts,
builds a view of the network, and informs the operator if a problem is detected.
The manager can also try to take corrective actions by sending configuration
commands to network entities. However, due to the increase in network size
there is a wide spread tendency to alleviate the load from the central manage-
ment station by delegating some of the work load to agents [4, 5]. Agents are
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software entities running on remote machines and performing management tasks
on behalf of the central manager. They can be as simple as SNMP agents which
serve only as an interface to a remote machine MIB, but may also include a
certain level of intelligence, e.g., refer to Ref. 4.

While the agent approach relieves the load from the central station, it does
not answer other problems associated with central control in large networks, such
as: long control loops, increased cost of management, and increased complexity.
Thus, the ultimate goal of network management should be a fully distributed
control mechanism, where software running on the major controlled devices,
such as routers, performs most of the network management tasks, leaving very
few tasks, such as visualization and operator interface, to a central station. That
is, most of the network management tasks will be done by software running on
or next to the network elements with peer relationships, and not as part of a
management hierarchy (although an ad hoc hierarchy can be built as part of a
specific application).

A few works have suggested this approach before; most notable are the
observations made by Mountzia [6]. She identified the fundamental problems
associated with using agent technologies for distributed network management.
However, the details of her design, in particular the interaction with current infor-
mation models, are left open. Furthermore, there is no specific example of net-
work management application that can benefit from her work. There are sugges-
tion to use mobile agents for distributed network management. However, most
works on mobile agents [7, 8] concentrate on application level, and thus usually
neglect the need to interface with the network layer management information
base (MIB). An exception to this is a recent work by Zapf et al. [9] that allows
an application level agent to communicate with a local SNMP agent via a special
local service code.

The trend in distributed and delegated network management architectures
is to rely on multiple levels of abstraction via the use of distributed object
paradigms such as CORBA, Java RMI, and DCOM. While these abstraction
mechanisms prove very helpful for high level control, they are not suitable for
control of layers 3 and 4 functions since they rely on services from these lay-
ers. Moreover, these mechanisms may introduce inefficiency since they do not
expose the cost (in network resources and time) of atomic operations to the pro-
grammer. As is well put in the last chapter of Ref. 10.

When CORBA is used the wrong way, the implemented applications, although they
are functionally complete, can have performance and scalability problems.

As a result, the cost of management is obscured from the application program-
mer, and thus neglected. If this trend continues, management may consume
increasing portions of network resources (bandwidth, buffer space).
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Our approach to network management calls for the distribution of the man-
agement tasks in the network. It enables shorter control loops, deletes long haul
dissemination of redundant and unimportant information (“I’m OK” messages),
and facilitates new exciting applications. The framework forces the program-
mer to be aware of efficiency issues and thus will result in more efficient code
not only due to its intrinsic capabilities to do so, but also due to the human
change of focus. This work was recently followed by the work of Kawamura
and Stadler [11] and Lim and Stadler [12]. A similar approach of using active
network technology was taken by Schwartz et al. [13] in their ‘smart packets’
project. However, their implementation is based on dedicated languages and their
programs must fit into a single packet.

This work concentrates on the implementation of a truly distributed network
management framework and, in particular, on basic applications that will benefit
from it. We examine the information model requirements, i.e., how network layer
information can be accessed efficiently by the management modules, and how
this information can be shared across the network. We demonstrate our approach
on a prototype [14] based on active networks techniques. In order to make the
discussion clear we concentrate here on basic network management applications.
The same concepts and ideas apply also to much more complex distributed net-
work management applications like the congestion avoidance solution described
by Kornblum et al. [15].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a short
overview of the prototype we built to demonstrate the applications. Section 3
describes how distributed applications are implemented with that system. We
then describe, in depth, two applications: bottleneck detection in Section 4 and
message dissemination in Section 5. We discuss future work and give our con-
cluding remarks in Section 6.

2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

In this section, we provide a general overview of the prototype system we
built in Bell Labs using active network techniques. See Raz and Shavitt [14] for
full details. Active networks is a framework where network elements, primarily
routers and switches, are programmable [16]. Programs that are injected into the
network are executed by the network elements to achieve higher flexibility for
networking functions, such as routing, and to present new capabilities for higher
layer functions by allowing data fusion in the network layer.

A node in our system is comprised of two entities (see Fig. 1): an IP router,
and an adjunct active engine (AE). The IP router component performs the IP
forwarding, basic routing, and filtering that are part of the functions performed
by today’s commercially off-the-shelf (COTS) IP routers. The active engine is
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Fig. 1. The general architecture.

an environment, where user written programs can be executed with close inter-
action to the router data and control variables. [Note: The active engine can
be perceived as an execution environment in the context (see Active Network
Working Group [17].] The separation protects the IP traffic from the effects
of an erroneous operation of the active engine, and inflict minimal additional
delay on data traffic. It also makes gradual deployment in current networks an
easy task, since any COTS IP router can be upgraded simply by adding an
adjunct AE.

The IP router performs the IP forwarding and basic routing. It also per-
forms IP filtering that enables the diversion of control packets (or other packets
specified by an authorized application) to the active engine. It also provides net-
work layer information to the control applications through an SNMP interface.
In addition, a vendor specific mechanism is used to control the data flow, and,
optionally, to alternatively retrieve management data.

The active engine is an environment in which code contained in active pack-
ets can be executed. This code can specify how code and data related to a spe-
cific task should be handled. A logical distributed task is identified by a globally
unique number called a session id. When code associated with a nonexisting ses-
sion arrives, it is executed and creates a process that handles all the packets of
that session. Such a process can either handle only a single data packet and then
terminate (capsule), or it can reside in the AE for a long period of time handling
many data packets as required by many network management applications.

The core of the AE is the Active Manager. This part generates the sessions,
coordinates the data transfer to and from the sessions, and cleans up after a ses-
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sion when it terminates. While a session is alive, the Active Manager monitors
the session resource usage, and can decide to terminate its operation if it con-
sumes too much resources (CPU time or bandwidth) or if it tries to violate its
action permissions.

Overall, the system enables the safe execution and rapid deployment of new
distributed management applications in the network layer. This system can be
gradually integrated in todays IP network, and allows smooth migration.

3. DISTRIBUTED TASK IMPLEMENTATION

This system described supports multiple simultaneous distributed tasks. All
the processes, messages, and data associated with a particular distributed task
comprise a session, that has a globally unique id number. This session id is used
by the local managers in the AE to demultiplex messages to the appropriate
processes.

To perform network layer tasks, sessions must have access to the router’s
network layer data, such as, topological data (neighbor ids), routing data, per-
formance data (packets dropped, packets forwarded, CPU usage etc.) and more
[see Fig. 2.] We use SNMP as the standard interface between the router and the
AE. Standard SNMP agents exist in all routers and enable a read/ write interface
to a standard management information base (MIB).

Recently, we introduced a new information retrieval mechanism in the AE
to be shared by all sessions [15]. This mechanism allows sessions to share com-
monly used local information (e.g., neighbor list, local machine id, etc.) and thus
amortizes the cost of retrieving it.

Fig. 2. Testbed description.
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Fig. 3. A depiction of multiple distributed sessions.

There are several ways to instantiate a session in a node. A session can
be pre-installed at nodes at system start-up. However, only basic services are
expected to be pre-installed, e.g., the squares in Fig. 3 represent a basic moni-
toring session that periodically perform sanity tests. For the rest of the sessions
we implemented an active mechanism where the code is send inband. For exam-
ple, the triangles in Fig. 3 represent a session that is spreading in parts of the
network. The message dissemination application of Section 5 behaves this way.
Finally, sessions can follow a migration path and move between nodes. The bot-
tleneck detection example from Section 4 is a typical example of such a mobile
application, which we depicted with circles in Fig. 3.

In order to perform distributed tasks, a distributed process at a node must
have means to communicate with peers belonging to the same session in other
nodes. Relying on the fact that the full topology information is available at every
node does not scale. To tackle this problem we support a topology-blind address-
ing mode that enables a process to send a packet to the nearest AE in a certain
direction. This mode is useful for topology learning, robust operation, support
of heterogeneous (active and nonactive) environments, etc. We also support the
explicit addressing mode in which a packet is sent to a specific node.

To get a better grasp of the possible performance of such a management
system, we briefly report here some of the measurement we performed on ABLE.
Note that in building the ABLE prototype we did not aim at performance. Our
first target was to build a concept system that will enable us to test design ideas
and applications. Thus, many parts of the system were not optimized for per-
formance. Thus on a commercial system one may expect significantly better
performance. All our measurements were done on a Pentium machine with 64
Mbytes RAM running at 200 Mz.

The overhead of intercepting a packet by the diverter, sending it to a session
in the AE, and forwarding it back to the IP router is less than 5 mS. Accessing
a single SNMP object using a FreeBSD agent took 5–6 mS in the majority of
the cases but could take twice as much in rare cases due to agent scheduling
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problems, accessing a large SNMP table took much longer. However, using our
new cache mechanism [15] the accessing time for all data objects decreased
significantly, singular object retrieving time was less that 2 mS and large tables
were almost always retrieved in 10 mS or less.

Our system can handle very large messages by segmentation and reassem-
bly at the AE level. The typical size of simple network management application
code that we implemented varied between 2 KBytes for the simple bottleneck
detection applications in Fig. 7, to 12 KBytes for the rather complex congestion
avoidance application reported by Kornblum et al. [15]. The data these applica-
tions exchange is typically much smaller and usually below 400 bytes.

4. BOTTLENECK DETECTION

Bottleneck detection is an important problem faced in network manage-
ment. It is a building block for higher level applications, e.g., video conferenc-
ing, that require QoS routing. It is also an example for any problem related to
gathering information along a given path between two network nodes. We will
describe this application in greater detail to give the reader a better understanding
on how the system can be used to optimize different parameters.

In today’s IP networks there is only one ad hoc technique to examine one
specific QoS parameter, namely the delay along a path. It is the well-known
traceroute program that enables a user at a host to get a list of all the routers on
the route to another host with the elapsing time to reach them (see example is
Fig. 4). The use of the traceroute program for network management has several
drawbacks: it can only retrieve the hostname and the delay along a path; it is
extremely inefficient in its use of network resources; and it is slow.

In an active network, and specifically in our architecture, there are several
options to gather information along a given path between two network nodes,
each optimize a different objective function. One option (collect-en-route) is (see
Fig. 5B) to send a single packet that will traverse the route and collect the desired
information from each active node. When the packet arrives at the destination
node, it sends the data back to the source (or to any management station). This
design minimizes the communication cost since a single packet is traveling along
each link in each direction.

Fig. 4. An example of a traceroute execution from host tishrey.
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Fig. 5. Three traceroute executions on a three-hop path: (A) the current program; (B) collect-enroute;
and (C) report-en-route.

Another option (report-en-route) is (see Fig. 5C) to send a single packet
along the path. When the packet arrives at a node, it sends the required informa-
tion back to the source and forwards itself to the next hop. This design minimizes
the time of arrival of each part of the route information, while it compromises
communication cost.

The efficiency of these algorithms is measured both in terms of time com-
plexity and communication complexity. Time complexity is the expect time for
completing a task, the communication complexity is the overall number of mes-
sages (or bytes) that are sent during the algorithm execution. It is easy to see that
the traceroute program has (see Fig. 5A) time and communication complexities
that are quadratic in the path length. Table I compares the complexities the three
options.

The use of general programs in the capsule enables the application program-
mer to query any available variable (e.g., a MIB variable) from the router. Our
solutions can collect any desired datum rather than just the router IP address.
For example, for bottleneck detection we can collect statistics about TCP packet
loss along a route to a certain host in order to identify the bottleneck link.

In addition, the program can be generalized to allow a node to perform the
data collection on the path between any other two active nodes in the network.

Table I. Performance Comparisona

Algorithm used No. of messages used Time of data arrival from node i

traceroute n(n + 1) i(i + 1)
collect-en-route 2n 2n
report-en-route n(n + 3)/ 2 2i

a Time is measured in hop count.
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Fig. 6. An example of a router id report generated by our program.

This is facilitated by our two addressing modes. As mentioned before, the reports
can be sent to any host (not necessarily active).

Figure 6 shows the router id report generated by the implementation of
option report-en-route, executed on the network depicted in Fig. 2. The active
packet that generates this report can be sent from any host as long as its path goes
through an active node. The first active node (A node with an AE) (tishrey in our
case) diverts it to its active engine, as the packet uses the well known active port
number (3322). The packet contains the class file of the Java code we show in
Fig. 7 as well as 9 bytes of data, which contain the report destination IP address,
the IP address of the destination end-point of the path, and a hop count.

As the session number of this packet does not match any existing session in
this node, a new session will be created using the Java code in the active packet.
The packet itself is then delivered to this session as the first packet. The session
reads the data from the capsule, generates a copy of the active packet to be
sent towards a destination, sends a report home, and terminates. The generated
copy is then intercepted by the next node on the route to the destination in which
exactly the same scenario repeats. The reports are sent to the destination specified
in the code (it is easy to have the report destination as part of the data carried
in the capsule), which may as well be different from the host that originated the
application.

The Java code of Fig. 7 is straight forward; session is a new instance of the
class Act, the constructor takes −9 as an argument that indicates the number of
data bytes in the capsule. The program and the data are then retrieved using our
Act class methods. A new active packet with the appropriate hop count is then
prepared, and sent to the destination address. We then generate a report; local
information from the router is gathered using the SNMP interface. Currently, we
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Fig. 7. The Java code in the active packet that implements the data collection along a path (option
report-en-route).

require here a full MIB specification of the requested values. In the future, part
of this interface may be overridden by a different Java interface to retrieve some
of the most important information.

Our implementation is not limited to collecting only node ids. We could,
for example, check some of the IP counters in a router, instead of (or in addition
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Fig. 8. An example of a report generated by our active data collection program for the IP forwarding
counter.

to) its name. The change in the code is minimal: all we have to do is to request a
different MIB variable. If we chose to request .1.3.6.1.2.1.4.6.0 which is a MIB
variable counting the number of IP packets forwarded by the router we get a
report like the one in Fig. 8. Note that reports are received at inbar which is not
an active node.

In Fig. 8, one can see that the number of forwarded packets is increased
between the two executions. The counter value did not change for the last router,
since it did not forward any packets between the two executions. Note that the
reports may arrive out of order due to the difference in response time between
the SNMP servers in the machines. It is the application’s GUI responsibility to
display the information in a convenient way to the user.

It is easy to generalize the program to start the data collection from any
active node in the network. This can be done by using the explicit port number
(see Fig. 3) to send the program to the desired starting node. As explained before,
the reports can be sent to any host (not necessarily active). [Note: To reserve
this option, we relinquished the ability to display the message travel time that
is calculated by the traceroute program. However, it can be easily done by the
option report-en-route program in the cases where the originator is the node
that receives the reports.] Using this, a reverse traceroute can be easily imple-
mented.

As our generalized data collection program will become popular it can be
assigned a well-known session id and be flooded to all the routers. At this stage,
small data packets will be sent to collect the data between two end nodes. Such
data packets can contain the IP address of the start and end nodes for the path,
the report destination, the required MIB variable(s), and a hop count.
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5. MESSAGE DISSEMINATION

In many network management applications there is a need to deliver a mes-
sage to an ad hoc group of machines. For example, using an autoconfiguration
application, a group of routers might need to be reconfigured due to a change in
the network. A monitoring application may periodically query all the hosts it did
not hear from in the last period. A security application might collect information
from a group of routers based on the attack pattern it suspects.

In these applications, the machine group is ad hoc defined for the purpose
of a single message dissemination and not a long lasting group as in multicast
applications. Since the group is defined by the recipient list of a single message,
it is not efficient to form a multicast group or to invest in any other long term
infrastructure. Without active network, the two ways to implement a message
dissemination to a large group of receivers is by either sending a unicast message
to each receiver, or by broadcasting the message to the entire network.

We assume that a message is comprised of a header with a list of receivers,
and a body which, for a large group of receivers, is much smaller than the
header. We use the fact that the union of all the routes from the originator to
the receivers is a directed tree rooted at the originator, termed the dissemination
tree. To simplify the discussion, we assume this tree is a binary balanced tree
with the receivers at the leaves (see Fig. 9).

Fig. 9. An example of a binary balanced dissemination tree.
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Our solution is to partition the receiver list at the source according to the
first hop on the path to each receiver. We continue this partitioning at every inter-
mediate node until the message arrives at the tree leaves. This way, exactly one
copy of the message traverses each link in the dissemination tree. For a balanced
binary tree with n leaves, our message complexity 2n and the bit complexity is
O(n log n), while the unicast solution has a message complexity of n log n and
the bit complexity is O(n log n). The amount of savings achieved by our algo-
rithm in a network, in general, depends on the dissemination tree topology. As a
general rule of thumb, if a link has many descendants in the dissemination tree
it will contribute more to the efficiency of our algorithm.

In each active node, we have to partition a possibly large list of addresses.
This requires more processing at each node than the one required in the bottle-
neck detection example. In fact, the processing time will be linear in the receiver
list length, since we have to check the next hop of every receiver. To be able
to do that, we must have access to the routing table at the router which is also
a feature we supply through the MIB access. Such an access is typically not
available to higher layer software agents.

The overall processing cycles needed in the entire network to accomplish
this task for a full binary tree with n leaves is O(n log n). If the message is
distributed using unicast, we only need to have O(n) processing cycles at the
sender. The delay due to the processing is about twice in our active solution
than the unicast solution. This is since at every level of the tree the processing
delay is halved.

Our solution for the message distribution problem demonstrates how active
networks techniques can be used to trade-off delay and network utilization. Note,
that we achieve a logarithmic improvement in the utilization by paying only a
constant factor in delay.

6. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented a prototype implementation of a network management
engine built using active network technology. We believe our approach can
enable new and efficient ways to manage today’s (and tomorrow’s) networks.

The application examples discussed in this paper demonstrate some of the
strength of our approach. However, to fully realize the power of our approach
one needs to look at more complex applications. Consider, for example, the reac-
tive monitoring problem discussed by Dilman and Raz [18], where one needs to
identify whether the sum of some MIB variables in a group of network elements
exceeds a given threshold. Using our approach, a distribute application can be
built in a way where the peer instances in the managed devices communicate
among themselves locally, and report to the central management station only
when the threshold is very likely about to be violated.
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Another application that can benefit from the distributed approach is the
congestion avoidance application mentioned before. In this application, routers
in a close locale coordinate corrective action in order to divert traffic from con-
gested links to less congested bypass routes [15].
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